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ED LODGE'S RV-4 
Technical Counselor, James F. George, has been following this project for quite a while. 

Builder, Ed Lodge, has used a remanufactured 
Lycoming 0-320 E.2-B installed on 3/7191. The gear 
and canopy had been fitted. 

This shows the fuselage progress on 216190 wtlh a 
lot of riveting yet to do. 

SCHOOL FLIGHT PROJECT 
Kathleen High School 

Lakeland, FL 

This photo shows Richard Bunn on the left, of the 
sponsoring group, and Col. Robert Culton standing on 
lhe right, who heads this School Flight Program. 

This was submitted by Technical Counselor. Bruce 
Clark of Lakeland, FL 



Visit Reports 
From Technical Counselors 

WALTER S. CARSON'S HOWARD DGA-15P PROJECT 
Carving Plywood: Walter S. Carson, T.C. #2072, of 
Chapter 242 of Columbia, SC. 

I would like to pass on a helpful technique for 
wood workers. I am restortng a 1941 Howard DGA· 
15P and found that I was going to have to replace 
the 1/16" thick p lywood skin on both wings. This 
required around 18 scarf joints. most of which were 
the entire 48" leng1h of the plywood edge. I fett there 
was a need to be able to make these scarfs with 
some uniformity and consistency 10 insure that the 
joint would be slrong and to keep the sheet of 
p lywood s traight . t posed this problem to a 
gentleman that has always been my teacher and 
mentor as well as an aircraft builder and artist, 
Stavros Chrysostomldes. We came up with this 
method of scarfing the plywood using an ordinary 
joiner. The following Is a description of how we 
made the scarfs. 

We set the joiner depth to equal the thickness of 
the plywood. Then we installed a piece of 1 • x 1/4" 
piece of hardwood to the outer edge on the joiner top 
surface, on the receiving side, with contact cement. 
Then we installed a second piece of hardwood with a 
piece of our plywood, as a thickness shim, to the 
feed side of the outer surface of the joiner. This 
allows the top of both pieces of hardwood to be level 
across the Joiner, with the plywood shim equalling 
the joiner depth setting. The distance from the joiner 
fence to the hardwood and/or the thickness of the 
hardwood will govern the slope or ratio of the scarf. 

Using a piece of 1" x 8" x 48" maple hardwood 
board, I tacked down the plywood using 1/8" brass 
nails with the edge of the plywood aligned wtth the 
board. I nailed the plywood about every 4" In each 
direction to keep the board and plywood tightly 
joined. 

With the help of my father and wife, we led the 
plywood with the board through the joiner. The small 
pieces of wood g lued to the joiner a llows t he 
plywood to be led into the joiner at an angle which 
culs the plywood with the desired scarf. 
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The joiner leaves the hardwood board untouched 
but !rims the plywood with a very nice scarf. The 
board is removed from the plywood by means of a 
putty knife. The short 1 /8" nails will pop out of the 
hardwood easily and are removed from the plywood 
by hand. 

The key to getting a good scarf is making sure 
the joiner is set up properly and the blades are sharp 
and true. The hardwood board can be reused as 
long as the edge stays s traight and true. The 
plywood must be kept tight against the fence and the 
joiner surface and fed slowly, especially near the 
end to prevent the joiner from busting out the end of 
the plywood. 

I hope that we have not reinvented this method 
and that this will be of some help to those of us that 
still work with plywood skin. If anyone has anylr.,,.. 
questions, please feel free to call me at (803)781· 
7642 days or (803)798-6563 evenings. Keep up the 
good work. 

Walter S. Carson 

This shows the joiner table set up with 
the hardwood strips to the righL 
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This shows the stiffening plank. 

This shows the stiffening plank nailed to the plywood 
edge. 

V Here Walter is wor1<ing on the wing. 

The above photograph shows the entire set up 
process to cut the sea rt. 

Here 3-way cooperation Is needed to run the 
plywood through the joiner properly. 

. 
..rl 

Finishing up the cut. 
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The above two pictures show the completed scarf. 

GERALD SAVAGE'S KITFOX PROJECT 
Reported by T.C., Red Beitelshees 

The elevators sprayed with dac proofer. 
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This shows the completed scarf ready 
to glue. 

The photograph on the left shows 
Walter peeling the plywood from the 
backing plank. 

Tightening up the fuselage. 
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VULCANIZING 
The vulcanized black rubber gas tank filler neck that 
is attached to the boot cowl, is for Champs, Chiefs 

\.s.-and Cubs of many homebuilts, is available from 
David B. Jackson, 5808 Terra Drive, Arlington, TX 
76017 for $9.25 each postpaid. Send check or 
money order. 
These are not the ones that are known to deteriorate 
quickly bu t are new and identical to the original 
items. 

DICK MYERS RU-6 

The above photograph shows Dick Myers by his RV-
6 project, N64OK, on 6/10/91, taken by Technical 
Counselor, H.K. Olsson, 1/3056. 

'-This photograph shows the Myers RV-6 lnstllJment 
panel layouL The aircraft is coming along nicely. 

When putting together materials on 
your airplane try to match up those on 
the below chart for minimum corrosion. 

CORRODED MATERIAL· LEAST 
NOBLE (ANODIC) 

MagMSium 
Mag~ium Alloys 
inc 

'.Mlmlnum 
Cadmium 
::>!eel or l fOn 
~as; i;o.; 
Chromium - Iron (Acdve-Aeelucing Atmos.} 
18-8 (Chromium-Nlckel-lron) ~ '" 
IU-3 {Chronwum-NiCkeHren Plus Mo!y) 
Carpen1er Stainless No. 20 " " 
l 1?ad-l1n Solder$ 
le.,, 
r,,, 
Nickel (Ac1ive•Re6:xing Almos.} 
8C,$$0$ 

Copper 
Bronzes 
C:.1-Ni Alloys 
Silver Solder 
N,c;:kel (Pa$SlvQ•Oxi(izing Almos.) 
C:·F• ( • • • J 
l8•8 Cr,Ni-Fe (Passive-Oxldlilng Almos.) 
18-8-3 C<-Ni-Mo-Fe (Passive•Oxidiz:iog Atmos.) 
Carper,~et S1ainless No. 20 ( • ) 
Siver 
Gr.aph!!e 
Gold 
P!aitnum 

PROTECTED MATERIAL . MOST 
NOBLE (CATHODIC) 
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THE UNDER $1,000 AIRPLANE 
By Jack Hickey 

Now way back in 1966 ·1968, I built a Fly Baby 
using almost all ·non-certified" material. That bird Is 
still flying without any apparent trouble with the 
material used. I drew a lot of nasty comments In 
those days, but my machines did tly and I would 
compare tne cost ot my first Fly Baby with theirs and 
the r,gures were quile different...like mine cost, rLi1l:l 
angjne. in the area of $450.00 ... and I can just laugh 
quietly to myself. II actually got so bad for awhile 
that every lime a part was s tolen from some airfield, 
somebody would be snooping around looklng to see 
it I might have those parts. That sort of thing really 
hurts, let me tell you. 

Well, back to the subject ot safe substitutes and 
things. I cannot c laim that I alone hold all the 
knowledge o f such things. but by golly I really 
believe that I may be the first or nearly the first to 
come ·out of the closet" ... so to speak. When a guy 
is going to build a little pea-patch type machine, then 
why should one have to use the so-called aircraft 
approved materials? Enough said! 

'\ l 
\ . .. 

This shows Jack and his wife covering Sputzie. 

Roll out the fuselage minus wings at this point. 
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I call my design the "Spotzie•, and I used all 1020 
tubing, door skin plywood and so forth. The finish is 
dark grey latex house paint with three spray coats of 
CAB and three coats of CAB color ... black. rm here 
to tell you that I am really very well pleased with the1.,, 
llnlsh. It took four gallons of clear for the fuselage 
and all control surfaces and center section. Roughly 
3/4 gallon of CAB black. but for some reason or 
another tt took one gallon of chrome yellow to do the 
center section and pin feathers. 

NOW TOTAL COST TO THIS POINT AS YOU 
see THE PICTURES IS abl2ll1 $650.00. I plan on 
using an A-65 that I picked up in North Dakota off of 
an air snow sled for $40.00 ... f majored it however! I 
traded an o ld carburetor to an A & P school In 
Tallahassee for a Beech-Roby prop ... worked on a 
friend's airplane for a set of old Goodyear wheels 
and brakes, and 111at Is the name of the game with 
me .. build it as i nexpensively as possible without 
compromising safety. 

Detailed shot showing the cockpit controls, 

DONALD DORMAN'$ BAKENG DUCE 
Napa, CA 

Technical Counselor Dwight Giles reports on tne 
progress of Donald Dorman·s Bakeng Duce. He 
uses a Lycoming, 150 HP, 0-320 E2D, installed with 
crossover exhaust pipes, almost all construction is 
completed and ready for cover. He Is working on the 
final hookup of tt,e breakers. The project is located 
at Schellvillo Airport in Sonoma, CA. 



Operations 
=~=============== =========== 

FROM THE NASA 
AVIATION SAFETY REPORTING SYSTEM 

ALERT BULLETIN 

On approach to the Mojave Airport, they flew over 
an etecUical generating station which has smoke 
stacks putting out a large amount o f heat. They 
etossed directly over the Mojave generating station 
inbound to runway 17. Severe and sudden 
turbulence over the generating station caused a 
drop of about 300 ft. The pilot and passenger even 
though restrained by seat belts struck the overhead 
of the cabin. The pilot was dazed but conscious. 
The passenger was cut on the top of her head. As a 
result, the pilot neglected to extend the landing gear 
and made a belly up landing. The pilot states that 
they have flown Into the airport many times but have 
never experienced the down draft/turbulence 
(before) because this was the first Ume there was a 
no wind situation. Apparently, the heat thermal from 
the s tacks was down as well as up. It has been 
recommended tha t appropriate advisories be 

l!..-published in the alrporVfacility directory to alert pilots 
of possible heaVthermal turbulence when flying 
directly over generation station stacks during calm 
wind oonditions. 

LANDING GEAR TIP 
From the Canard Pusher 

Spare Inner tubes ... These things Just don·t pop 
up on the average cross-country airport; carry one of 
each. 

OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS 
From the Cessna Pilots Assn. 

Oxygen Requ irements At Altitude-• The FAA 
requires that all pilots flying their ai rcraft above 
12,500 ft. for 30 minutes or longer or at 14,000 ft . or 
above during the entire flight must use S1Jpplemental 
oxygen. The amount required is 1 liter of oxygen per 
minute for every 10,000 ft. For example, at 18,000 
ft. there should be a flow of 1.8 liters per minute of 
oxygen available via a standard breathing device. 

. The FAA requires that there should be a device so 
' attached to each breathing device that visually 

shows the flow of oxygen. (Nelson flow meters meet 

this FAA requirement) The FAA also regulates that 
passengers must have supplemental oxygen over 
15,0 00 ft. and that i t is recommended that 
supplemental oxygen be used at night at altitudes 
over 5,000 ft. 

THE AVENAGE EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE nMc FOR 
FL YING PERSONNEL WITHOUT 

SUPPLEMENTAL OXYGEN 

15.000 ;o 18.000 :ee1 ............................... 30 minutes or more 
22.000 iee1 ............................................... 5 to 10 mim.nes 
25,000 teei ........................ ....................... 3 to S m.-iutes 
'28.000 feet ............................................... 2.5 to 3 .-n:nutos 
30.000 feet ............................................... 1 to 2 minutos 
35.000 f~et ............................................... 30 to 60 seconds 
40.000 feet ............................................... 15 to 20 !:econds 
-'S,OCO fe-et ............................................... s 10 ts seconos 

There er~ 3 v.irlety ot factors which will determine the 
Effective P~rformance Time {EPD, some of which are: 

1. Altitude. !:PT decreases a1 high altt:ud8s. 
2, Rat~ ot Ascent In 9ene.-a1, ihe iastet tM 1aie. !."le 

sr.oner lt'.e e..=-r. 
3. Phys.cal Ac:!vity. Exercise de---..teases EPT con.sid 

&Jablv. 
.!. Oay.£o~Day Facrors . Physical tlcness arid omer 

tac:•ors {smoking, hea.tlh. s:ress) may cause your 
abdlty :o :Olera:e hypoxia from day to c.ay. thereoy 
cha119i()Q you, EPT. 

ALAN FREE'S AERONCA 
Pauld ing, OH 

Technical Counselor David Ganger reports on Alan 
Free's 1940 Aeronca of 65 HP. Al and his wife, Ann 
rebuilt the wings and covered them about three 
years ago and have tlown the airplane since then. 
Now the airplane Is down to recover the fuselage. 
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Composite Corner 
==================~-

HEXCEL EPOXY MISLABELING 
By Jerome Heidinger 

Some of the epoxy supplies from Hexcel have 
been mislabeled. It Is the right epoxy at lhe wrong 
ratio. Tho current ratio is 4:1 by volume. The old 
labels that showed up on some of these new cans 
would Indicate 100:21 by weight or 7:5 by volume. 

COMPOSITE TIPS 
By Ron Brown 

Tolar, TX 

Editor's Note: Ron Brown Is a Technical Service 
Chemist in the advanced composite group of the 
epoxy resins department at Shell Development Co. 
Shell manufactures EPONr epoxy resins. Ron has 
been providing technical service on epoxy resins for 
over seventeen years. He had also built a VariEze 
from his own resin formulation. He has some 
suggestions which we have edited for brevity. His 
comments cover Art Bianconi's contribunon in the 
July/August 1990 Issue of the newsletter. 

Whal Art is describing by using the term "wax 
content settling oul of solulion· i s a natural 
occurrence lo epoxy resin caned crystallization. II 
does look like wax bul there is no wax In epoxy 
resins. The suggestion to use clear plastic jugs lo 
aid lhe detection of cryslaillzation Is a good one. 
Also looking into the opening of a metal container 
will wor1< just as well. If the resin appears hazy or 
you can'I see the boltom of lhe metal container, ii is 
crystallized. 

The purest epoxy resins tend to crystallize the 
fastest. Cold temperatures and certain reactive 
diluenls accelerate 11. Some reactive diluenls retard 
ii. Temperature cycling, (daytime 10 night time In 
certain climatic regions) will accelerate tt also. Long 
before you can see any visual indications. 
crystallization occurs and causes an Increase in the 
resins viscosity. As it progresses, the resin will 
become lneteasingly hazy, Eventually, the resin will 
lake on lhe appearance of wax, and sometimes it 
will seltle or form al the bottom of the container. 

To reconstitute, or uncrystallize the resin, simply 
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heal 11 10 120· 140°F. until all evidence o f 
cryslallizalion is gone and then hold i i at lhal 
temperature for another hour or two to be sure all 
Iha crystals have melted. This can be done In a 
temperature controlled industrial oven or by 
immersing the container in a buck.et of luke warm 
waler. Depending on the temperature setting of your 
household hol water healer, hol water from lhe tap Is 
usually sufficient to do the job. Do nol perform this 
operation In the kitchen or in household cooking 
ware. Do tal<e precaulions 10 prevent waler from 
getting into the resin. This healing process will nol 
harm the resin or cause it to polymerize and can be 
performed any number of times necessary. II is 
important to thoroughly re-oonstitute the resin, as any 
residual oryslals lhat may not be visible 10 lhe naked 
eye, will accelerate the resins tendency to 
recrystallize. Epoxy resin has a very long sheH life. 
Refrigerated storage is nol necessary. Slore lhe 
resin above 75"F. al all times and your chances of 
having tt crystallize will be minimized. 

Some Other Thoughts: 
Epoxy wlll degrade in ullralight•violel llghl. As 

good as epoxy looks as a coating, it is no substil\Jle 
for paint or a good spar varnish In areas !hat are to 
be exposed to sunlight 

EPOXY is recommended as a base coat to tie lhe 
varnish or super UV resistant clear finish to lhe 
wood by some formulators. After a distributor had 
recommended !his procedure , lhe chemlsl/ 
representative of a major pain! firm slated lhat Iha 
epoxy below Ille coating would degrade If lhe lighl 
passed through lhe finish. One statement he made 
that struck me as profound was, "If you can see 
lhrough Ille finish, UVJighl is gelling through", 

Some boalbuilders in the north are using such 
methods. In southern areas, where lhe boating 
season is more than three months long and they 
stay outside and in the water. one is courting a 
mother of a different nature. She has not been too 
kind to those of us who have tried the new "miracle" 
stuff. 

When epoxy Is used as a barrier coating on boal 
bottoms, layers of glass cloth saturated with the~ 
material are used below the waterline to assure a 
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continual thickness ot epoxy. This cloth also adds 
hardness and abrasion resistance. Ai rplane 
designers recommend light glass cloth set in epoxy 
over plywood skinned wings. Once again I feet that 

"-'ihis is to guarantee a minimum coating thickness. 
If one does a repair on en epoxy coated surface, 

they only need to scuff the epoxy coating so that it 
will bond to itself. Varnish and polyurethanes are 
not suitable to glue to. 

Epoxies have d ifferent cur ing temperature 
requirements. One other then Chem-tech (T88) that 
cen be used over wide ranges is by System Three. 
These people have one resin with three hardeners 
ot various speeds that can be used down to thirty
five degrees. 

Other advantages that System Three's wood 
laminating resin has that I enjoy are: 

t .) II is not as brittle and cures sotter end slower to 
its finished state. This quality makes it easier on 
edge tools. but requires more time tor It to sand 
easily. 

2.) It will bond through the amine blush if recoated 
before total cure (about 72 hours). This makes 
recoating and glueing on top of previous work 
quicker, less frustrating and more simple. 

~ 1 
Other products available for composlle use are 

resins with higher physical properties and various 
viscosities, I prefer resins thin enough to run that 
can be modified with fillers for diversified uses. 
Several formulators have such resins, all stronger 
than wood. 

A magazine I receive, Professional Boatbuilder, 
has had several articles that would be of Interest to 
the amateur airplane builder. One In the 
December/January issue was about Post-Curing ol 
various resins and resin systems. A condition 
known as print-through is possible if this Is Ignored. 
Problem solving is cheaper to read about and core 
than to do twice. 

Addresses of companies mentioned: 

Mr. Tom Freeman 
System Three Resins 
P. o. Box 70436 
Seattle, WA 98107 

Professional Boatbullder 
P. 0. Box 78 
Brooklin, ME 04616 

SINGLE PLACE AIRCRAFT 
Gary A. Hunter 

Houston, TX 

Below Is a photo of a scale model. On the next 
page there is a drawing ot a new design project that I 
have been providing technical assistance on the 
composite construction materiats from the beginning. 
It is a single place aircraft, retractable tricycle gear, 
and powered by the AMW-630, (90 hp) three 
cylinder liquid cooled, two stroke engine. As the 
name suggests, the Vmax Probe will be exploring 
the top speed envelope for its weight category. The 
designer and builder, Lars Giertz, refuses to make 
any performance p redictions, but I suspect the 
aircratt will be able to top 200 mph quite comfortably. 
At this time, the f\Jselage and tail feathers have been 
fabricated, end the nose gear/retraction mechanism 
titted and Installed. The fuselage is foam core 
epoxy/fiberglass sandWlch construction pulled from a 
male mold. The wings and tall feathers are hot wired 
Styrofoam core, fiberglass/epoxy cons1ruction like 
the vari-Eze. The aluminum drive shaft to the 
pusher propeller Is a flight proven article from Molt 
Taylor himself. The engine is mounted behind the 
pilot seat above the wing. Below the wing is the 
cooling system fed by a NACA Inlet on the bottom ot 
the fuselage and exiting Into the low pressure area 
directly to the rear. With a gross weight target ot 661 
lbs. , thi s aircraft has all the makings ot a very 
efficient speedster. 
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WAYNE HANNAH'S AVID AMPHIBIAN 

Wayne Hannah of Shelton, WA is on the right and 
Technical Counselor, Doug Drees is on the left. The 
aircraft Is coming along quite well. 

DOUG DREES' ZENITH CH200 

Technical Counselor, Doug Drees and hi s own 
Zen ith CH200 wi th the right hand wing Skin 
oompleted. Doug Is Chapter 684's past president of 
six years. He has been build ing and assembling 
parts for seven years now and skinning the wings In 
the vertical position in the same manner as RV•4 
aircraft. Doug has provided technk:al guidance on 
three RV-4 aircraft and one RV•6 . He has been 
active as an aircralt judge at the fly-in in Arlington. 

REPORT FROM MORRY HUMMEL T.C. 
Bryan, OH 

Morry Hummel's own award wi nning Minimax 
Ultralight as Reserve Grand Champion at Sun'N Fun 
'89, 30 HP, 112 VW, Empty Wt. 249-1/2 lbs., Cruise 
63 MPH, 1-112 GPHI Has a baggage compartment 
for tent and sleeping bag. 

PHIL BLEIKRMP'S RU - 6 

Technical Counselor, Morry Hummel on lhe left visits 
Phil Bleikamp's RV-6. You can see the completed 
wings nearby. 

He Is a former U.S. Navy Afrcralt Maintenance Chief Phil Bleikamp inspects his tail section for his RV-6. 
Petty Offi cer. currently with Boeing as a Quality 
Control Non-Destructive Testing Inspector. 

..__) 

In the photograph to the right. Phil shows 
the vertical jig of the wing skinning process . 
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RICHARD GUNTHER, T.C. 
Prescotl Valley, AZ 

There is a live man group building Nleuport replicas 
in Mesa, AZ. Three are pilots and two have never 
flown but are building on a production line basis. 
They design one pan and when It fits they build four 
more and Install and then go for the next part. 

This shows some of the detail of these Nleuport 
replicas. They are basically riveted together 
aluminum tube. At the time of Dick's visit they 
considered they could build and fly the aircraft for an 
outlay of $2,900 each! 

The photograph on the left shows the cockpit area. 
All stock was bought In volume amounts from a 
wholesaler. One of Iha members owns an engin&'
overhaul shop and lie ovemauled five Volkswagen 
engines. 

DISCLAIMER 

The EAA presents the materials and Ideas heroin only as a clearing house al Information ano as • Jorum Joi the 
exchange ot Ideas anCI Oi)ini()l'I$.. No responsibility or liability is asS\.l"lle<l, expres.1ed 0t !mpliOd as to the suitabiity. 
;)(:(uracy, safety or approval lhereot. Arry party using 111.e svg9C$1ions, ideas or examples axpessed he-:teln <IOeS 
so at his own '1st: Md discn.rtion and without recourse agains1 anyone. Any ma1c1ia,ls publishod herein may be 
,op,intOd wtlhoot permission. Please aedi1 the ot1gfnal source Of thO materials, and the TECHNICAL COUNSELOR 
NEWSLETTER. 
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